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We investigate the possibility and consequences of the existence of particles having
negative relativistic masses, and show that their existence implies the existence of faster-
than-light particles (tachyons). Our proof requires only two postulates concerning such
particles: that it is possible for particles of any (positive, negative or zero) relativistic
mass to collide inelastically with ‘normal’ (i.e. positive relativistic mass) particles, and
that four-momentum is conserved in such collisions.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In his well-known relativistic analysis of negative-
mass particles, Bondi (1957, p. 428) successfully con-
structed a “world-wide nonsingular solution of Einstein’s
equations containing two oppositely accelerated pairs
of bodies, each pair consisting of two bodies of op-
posite sign of mass”. Jammer has discussed the his-
torical and philosophical context of negative mass at
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length. While stressing the fact that no negative-mass
particle has yet been observed experimentally, he notes
(Jammer, 2000, pp. 129–130) that “no known physical
law precludes the existence of negative masses”. More
recently, Belleteˆte and Paranjape have demonstrated
in a general relativistic setting that Schwarzchild solu-
tions exist representing matter distributions which are
“perfectly physical”, despite describing a negative mass
Schwarzschild-de Sitter geometry outside the matter dis-
tribution (Belleteˆte and Paranjape, 2013).
In this paper, we investigate further whether it is possi-
ble for a particle to have negative relativistic mass by con-
sidering the formal logical consequences of the existence
of such particles. We show formally that if such parti-
cles exist, and provided they can collide inelastically (i.e.
fuse together) with ‘normal’ particles in collisions that
conserve four-momentum, then faster-than-light (FTL)
particles must also exist. We prove our statement by
showing how, given any negative mass particle a with
known 4-momentum, it is possible to specify a suitable
positive mass particle b, such that the inelastic collision
of a with b would generate an FTL body.
Our approach is firmly based in an axiomatic logical
framework for relativity theory, thereby avoiding the use
of unstated and potentially unjustifiable assumptions in
deriving our results. Avoiding such assumptions, and
in particular the blanket assumption that negative-mass
particles cannot exist, is important in this context, since
it allows us to provide explanations as to why such phe-
nomena may or may not be physically feasible. In con-
trast, if we simply assert from the outset that negative
mass is unphysical, the only answer we can give to the
question “why?”, is “because we say so”. For example,
2it might be argued informally that the entailed existence
of FTL particles, proven in this paper, would itself entail
the possibility of causality paradoxes, so that the conse-
quences of negative mass particles are not ‘reasonable’.
But informal arguments of this nature can be flawed:
using our formal approach, we and our colleagues have
recently shown (Andre´ka et al., 2014) that spacetime (of
any dimension n+1) can be equipped with particles and
observers in such a way that faster-than-light motion is
possible, but this does not lead to the ‘time travel’ situa-
tions that give rise to causality problems. Consequently,
the fact that negative-mass particles entail the existence
of FTL particles cannot, of itself, be used to argue against
their existence.
Formal axiomatization also allows us to address con-
sistency issues and what-if scenarios. It is possible to
show, for example, that the consistency of relativistic
dynamics with interacting particles having negative rela-
tivistic masses follows by a straightforward generalization
of the model construction used by Madara´sz and Sze´kely
(2014) to prove the consistency of relativistic dynamics
and interacting FTL particles. The same approach al-
lows us to derive and prove the validity of key relativistic
formulae. For example, all inertial observers of any par-
ticle must agree on the value of m ·
√
|1− v2|, where m
is the particle’s relativistic mass and v its speed (c = 1),
confirming the widely-held belief that both the observed
relativistic mass and the observed relativistic momentum
of a positive-mass FTL particle must decrease as its rel-
ative speed increases (Madara´sz et al., 2014).
We introduce our result in two stages. In Section II,
we show informally that there are several simple ways
to create FTL particles using inelastic collisions between
positive and negative relativistic mass particles. Then in
Section III, we reconstruct our informal arguments within
an axiomatic framework so as to provide a complete for-
mal proof of our central claim, that the existence of par-
ticles with negative relativistic mass necessarily entails
the existence of FTL particles.
Restating and proving our statements formally in this
way has a further advantage over the informal approach.
The mechanics of proof construction require us to iden-
tify all of the tacit assumptions underpinning our in-
formal arguments, thereby revealing which assumptions
are relevant and which are unwarranted or unneces-
sary. This is, fortunately, a task in which automated
interactive theorem provers (e.g., Isabelle/HOL (Wenzel,
2012)) are increasingly able to assist, both in terms of
proof production and automatic checking of correctness.
This approach is already leading to the production and
machine-verification of non-trivial relativistic theorems
(Stannett and Ne´meti, 2014).
II. GENERATING FTL PARTICLES FROM NEGATIVE
MASS PARTICLES
Let us assume that particles do indeed exist with nega-
tive relativistic mass, and that it is possible for such par-
ticles to collide inelastically with ‘normal’ particles. As
we now illustrate informally, the existence of FTL parti-
cles (tachyons) follows almost immediately, provided we
assume that four-momentum is conserved in such colli-
sions. For simplicity, we take c = 1.
Recall first that the four momentum of a particle b is
the four-dimensional vector (m,p), where m is its rela-
tivistic mass and p its linear momentum (as measured
by some inertial observer whose identity need not con-
cern us). Notice also that the particle b is a tachyon if
and only if |m| < |p| (i.e. its observed speed is greater
than c = 1), and that all inertial observers agree as to
this judgment (if one inertial observer considers b to be
travelling faster than light, they all do — this is because
all inertial observers consider each other to be travelling
slower than light relative to one another. For a machine-
verified proof of this assertion, see (Stannett and Ne´meti,
2014)).
In each of the following thought experiments, we will
always understand ‘mass’ to mean ‘relativistic mass’. We
will assume the existence of two colliding particles a and
b, where a has negative mass m < 0 and b has posi-
tive mass M > 0, which move along the same spatial
line (though possibly in opposite directions). Taking the
common line of travel to be the x-axis, positive in the di-
rection of b’s travel, the four-momenta of a and b can be
written (m, p, 0, 0) and (M,P, 0, 0), respectively, for suit-
able values of p and P . Assuming that four-momentum
is conserved during the collision, the four-momentum of
the particle c generated by the fusion of a and b will be
(M +m, P + p, 0, 0), and this particle will be a tachyon
provided
|M +m| < |P + p| (1)
If this tachyon has negative mass and positive momen-
tum, it moves in the negative x-direction (it is an unusual
property of negative-mass particles that their velocity
and momentum vectors point in opposite directions); if it
has positive-mass and positive momentum it moves in the
positive x-direction. By definition, M > 0 > m, and b
has both positive mass (M > 0) and positive momentum
(P > 0), since its motion defines the positive x-direction.
A. First thought experiment
Suppose a travels slower than light, while b moves at
light-speed, so that the four-momenta of a and b can
be written (m, p, 0, 0) and (M,M, 0, 0), respectively. Ac-
cording to (1), the particle created by their collision will
3be a tachyon provided
|M +m| < |M + p| (2)
There are various ways in which this can happen, de-
pending on the values of m and p (see Fig. 1). Notice
that |p| < |m| since a travels slower than light.
FIG. 1 Illustration for generating an FTL particle by colliding
a negative relativistic mass particle with a particle moving
with the speed of light.
FIG. 2 The “inelastic” collision of two particles having oppo-
site relativistic masses is ambiguous in the sense that in this
case we have two possible outcomes satisfying the conserva-
tion of four-momentum.
Case 1. If |m| > M , then |m + M | = −m − M .
According to (2), a tachyon will be generated provided
−m −M < |M + p|. Since m +M < 0 in this case, any
resulting tachyon will have negative relativistic mass.
• If p > −M , so that |M + p| = M + p, then a
tachyon forms provided −m − M < M + p, i.e.
M > −(m + p)/2. Since M + p > 0, the resulting
tachyon will have positive linear momentum and
will consequently move in the negative x-direction.
The case p = 0 corresponds to the collision of a
light-speed particle with a stationary negative-mass
particle, in which case a tachyon will form provided
M > −m/2. See Fig. 1.
• If p ≤ −M , so that |M + p| = −p − M , then a
tachyon forms provided −m −M < −p −M , i.e.
−m < −p. This situation is impossible, since m
and p are both non-positive. This means that the
requirement can be written |m| < |p|, but we al-
ready know that |p| < |m|, since a travels slower
than light.
Case 2. If |m| < M , a tachyon is always formed,
because:
• if p ≥ 0, then |M + p| = M + p and (2) becomes
M +m < M + p, which follows directly from m <
0 ≤ p;
• if p < 0, then |M + p| = M − |p| (this is positive
because |p| < |m| < M) and (2) becomes M +m <
M − |p|, which follows directly from −m = |m| >
|p|, i.e. m < −|p|.
The resulting tachyon c will have positive relativistic
mass (because M > −m) and positive linear momen-
tum (because (M + p) ≥ (M − |p|) > (M − |m|) > 0). It
will therefore move in the positive x-direction.
Case 3. The case when |m| = M , i.e. M = −m, is
ambiguous irrespective of the velocities of the colliding
particles a and b. Since M +m = 0 and |p| < |m| = M ,
the linear momentum M + p of particle c must be posi-
tive, even though it has zero relativistic mass. In terms
of the space-time diagram (Fig. 2), this means that the
resulting particle’s worldline is horizontal, i.e. it ‘moves’
with infinite speed. In these circumstances, the question
whether c moves in the positive or negative x-direction
is meaningless. However, like other observer-dependent
concepts such as simultaneity or the temporal ordering
of events, this indeterminacy does not lead to a logical
contradiction (Madara´sz and Sze´kely, 2014).
B. Second thought experiment
Suppose b is stationary, i.e. P = 0. By arguments
similar to those above, this will result in an FTL particle
c whenever |m|+ |p| > M > |m|−|p|, and its direction of
travel will be determinate providedM 6= −m. See Fig. 3.
C. Third thought experiment
Suppose a and b have similar, but oppositely-signed,
masses, and that they collide ‘head-on’ while travelling
with equal speeds in opposite directions (relative to some
observer, whose identity need not concern us). If the
difference in the absolute values of their masses is small
relative to their common speed, the resulting particle will
be FTL.
More precisely, suppose a and b have equal speed v > 0
when they collide, and that (1 + ǫ)|m| < M < (1 +
4FIG. 3 Illustration for generating an FTL particle by colliding
a negative relativistic mass particle with a stationary particle
of positive relativistic mass.
2ǫ)|m| for some ǫ in the range 0 < ǫ < v (i.e. |m| and
M are roughly equal). Since |m| = −m, it follows that
ǫ|m| < M+m < 2ǫ|m|, and hence that |M+m| < 2ǫ|m|.
Equation (1) now follows, since |P + p| = |m|v +Mv >
(2 + ǫ)|m|v > 2|m|v, and hence
|P + p| >
( |M +m|
2ǫ|m|
)
(2|m|v) > |M +m|. (3)
D. FTL particle creations requiring negative relativistic
mass
We have seen above that the existence of negative-mass
particles implies the existence of FTL particles. Con-
versely, it is easy to see that an inelastic collision between
two slower-than-light particles having positive relativis-
tic masses always leads to a slower-than-light particle.
Consequently, the only way in which an inelastic col-
lision between slower-than-light particles can create an
FTL particle is if incoming particles can have negative
relativistic masses.
In particular, if we impose the condition that such col-
lisions are the only mechanism by which FTL particles
can be created, then the existence of FTL particles im-
plies the existence of negative-mass particles. While this
suggests that tachyons and negative-mass particles are
equally ‘exotic’, this is, of course, not the case, since
the argument that FTL particles require the existence
of negative-mass particles relies on the assumption that
inelastic collisions are the only mechanism by which FTL
particles can be created.
This is no means a trivial assumption; indeed we have
demonstrated elsewhere a consistent model of spacetime
in which FTL particles exist, but in which no collisions
are posited (Andre´ka et al., 2014).
III. AXIOMATIC RECONSTRUCTION
An important benefit of reconstructing the previous
ideas within an axiomatic framework is that we can local-
ize the required basic assumptions more precisely. There-
fore, in this section, we make the intuitive ideas and argu-
ments of the above sections precise in an axiomatic frame-
work. Readers interested in the wider context are re-
ferred to (Madara´sz et al., 2014; Madara´sz and Sze´kely,
2014; Stannett and Ne´meti, 2014).
A. Quantities and Vector Spaces
To formulate the intuitive image above, we need some
structure of numbers describing physical quantities such
as coordinates, relativistic masses and momenta. Tradi-
tional accounts of relativistic dynamics take for granted
that the basic number system to be used for expressing
measurements (lengths, masses, speeds, etc.) is the field
R of real numbers, but this assumption is far more restric-
tive than necessary. Instead, we will only assume that
the number system is a linearly ordered field Q equipped
with the usual constants, zero (0) and one (1); the usual
field operations, addition (+), multiplication (·) and their
inverses; and the usual ordering (≤) and its inverse; we
also assume that the field is Euclidean, i.e. positive quan-
tities have square roots. Formally, this is declared as an
axiom:
AxEField: The structure 〈Q , 0, 1,+, ·,≤〉 of quantities is
a linearly ordered field (in the algebraic sense) in
which all non-negative numbers have square roots,
i.e. (∀x ∈ Q)((0 ≤ x)⇒ (∃y ∈ Q)(x = y2)).
We write
√
x for this root, which can be assumed
without loss of generality to be both unique and non-
negative (regarding machine-verified proofs of this and
other relevant claims concerning Euclidean fields, see
(Stannett and Ne´meti, 2014)).
B. Inertial particles and observers
We denote the set of physical bodies (things that can
move) by B. This includes the sets IOb ⊆ B of inertial
observers, Ip ⊆ B of inertial particles. Given any
inertial observer k ∈ IOb and inertial particle b ∈ Ip, we
write wℓk(b) ⊆ Q4 for the worldline of particle b as
5observed by k. The coordinates of x¯ ∈ Qn are denoted
by x1, x2, . . . , xn.
The following axiom asserts that the motion of inertial
particles are uniform and rectilinear according to inertial
observers.
AxIp: For all k ∈ IOb and b ∈ Ip, the worldline wℓk(b) is
either a line, a half-line or a line segment1.
Suppose observer k ∈ IOb sees particle b ∈ Ip at the
distinct locations x¯, y¯ ∈ Q4. Then its velocity accord-
ing to k is the associated change in spatial component
divided by the change in time component,
vk(b) :=
{
space(x¯,y¯)
time(x¯,y¯) if time(x¯, y¯) 6= 0
undefined otherwise
where space(x¯, y¯) := (x2 − y2, x3 − y3, x4 − y4) and
time(x¯, y¯) := x1 − y1. The length2 of the velocity vec-
tor (if it is defined) is the particle’s speed,
vk(b) := |vk(b)|.
By AxIp, these concepts are well-defined because wℓk(b)
lies in a straight line, so that all choices of distinct x¯ and
y¯ give the same results.
If vk(b) is defined, we say that b is observed by k to
have finite speed, and write vk(b) <∞. The anomalous
case time(x¯, y¯) = 0 corresponds to a situation where all
points in wℓk(b) are simultaneous from k’s point of view,
so that k considers the particle to require no time at all
to travel from one spatial location to another.
C. Collision axioms
In this subsection, we introduce some very simple ax-
ioms concerning the dynamics of collisions, and show that
the existence of negative relativistic mass implies the ex-
istence of faster-than-light (FTL) inertial particles.
Suppose an inertial observer k sees two inertial bodies
traveling at finite speed fuse to form a third one at some
point x¯. In this case, the worldlines of the two incoming
particles terminate at x¯, while that of the outgoing par-
ticle originates there. Formally, we say that an inertial
particle b is incoming at x¯ (according to k) provided
1 Taking x¯ and y¯ to be of sort Q4, and λ to be of sort Q , these
concepts are defined formally as follows. A line is a set of the
form {z¯ | (∃x¯, y¯, λ)(z¯ = λx¯ + (1 − λ)y¯)}. A half-line is a set
of the form {z¯ | (∃x¯, y¯, λ)((0 ≤ λ)&(z¯ = λx¯ + (1 − λ)y¯))}. A
line segment is a set of the form {z¯|(∃x¯, y¯, λ)((0 ≤ λ ≤ 1)&(z¯ =
λx¯+ (1− λ)y¯))}.
2 The Euclidean length, |x¯|, of a vector x¯ is the non-negative
quantity |x¯| =
√
x2
1
+ · · ·+ x2
n
.
x¯ ∈ wℓk(b) and x¯ occurs strictly later than any other
point on wℓk(b), i.e. y¯ ∈ wℓk(b) & y¯ 6= x¯ ⇒ y1 < x1.
Outgoing bodies are defined analogously. An inelastic
collision between two inertial particles a and b (accord-
ing to observer k) is then a scenario in which there is a
unique additional particle c ∈ Ip and a point x¯ such that
a and b are incoming at x¯, c is outgoing at x¯. We write
inecollk(ab : c) to denote that the distinct inertial parti-
cles a and b collide inelastically, thereby generating
inertial particle c (according to observer k). The rela-
tivistic mass of inertial particle b according to observer
k is denoted by mk(b).
ConsFourMomentum: Four-momentum is conserved in in-
elastic collisions of inertial particles according to
inertial observers, i.e.
inecollk(ab : c)⇒
mk(c) = mk(a) +mk(b) &
mk(c)vk(c) = mk(a)vk(a) +mk(b)vk(b)
The next axiom, AxInecoll, states that inertial particles
moving with finite speeds can be made to collide inelas-
tically in any frame in which their relativistic masses are
not equal-but-opposite. Since a collision of particles hav-
ing equal but opposite relativistic masses does not lead to
an inelastic collision according to our formal definition,
we do not include this case in this axiom (this does not
mean that such particles cannot collide, just that such a
collision will not comply with our definition of inelasticity
in the associated frame because the third participating
particle has infinite speed).
FIG. 4 Illustration for axiom AxInecoll
AxInecoll: If k ∈ IOb and a, b ∈ Ip such that vk(a) < ∞,
vk(b) < ∞ and mk(a) +mk(b) 6= 0, then there are
a′, b′ ∈ Ip such that a′ and b′ collide inelastically,
with mk(a
′) = mk(a), vk(a
′) = vk(a), mk(b
′) =
mk(b) and vk(b
′) = vk(b).
3 See Fig. 4.
3 Because here we use the framework of (Andre´ka et al., 2008), we
6D. Formulating the thought experiments
Here we are going to formalize and prove the thought
experiments of Subsections II.A, II.B and II.C.
Formula ∃NegMass below says that there is at least one
inertial particle of finite speed and negative relativistic
mass.
∃NegMass: There are k ∈ IOb and b ∈ Ip such that
mk(a) < 0 and vk(a) <∞.
Formula ∃FTLIp below says that there is at least one
faster than light inertial particle.
∃FTLIp: There are k ∈ IOb and b ∈ Ip such that 1 <
vk(b) <∞.
Axiom AxThExp1 below says that the thought experi-
ment described in Subsection II.A can be done by assert-
ing that inertial observers can send out particles moving
with the speed of light 1 in any direction every where
having arbitrary positive relativistic mass.
AxThExp1: For k ∈ IOb, m ∈ Q and v ∈ Q3 for which
m > 0 and |v| = 1, there is b ∈ Ip such that vk(b) =
v and mk(b) = m.
Proposition III.1. Assume ConsFourMomentum,
AxEField, AxIp, AxInecoll, AxThExp1. Then
∃NegMass ⇒ ∃FTLIp. (4)
Proof. By axiom ∃NegMass, there is an inertial observer
k and inertial particle a such that mk(a) < 0 and
vk(a) < ∞. Let v ∈ Q3 for which |v| = 1. Then by
axiom AxThExp1, there is an inertial particle b such that
mk(b) = −2mk(a) and
vk(b) =
{
v if vk(a) = 0,
−vk(a)
vk(a)
if vk(a) 6= 0.
By axiom AxInecoll, there are inelastically colliding in-
ertial particles a′, b′ and c′ such that inecollk(a
′b′ : c′),
mk(a
′) = mk(a), vk(a
′) = vk(a), mk(b
′) = mk(b) and
vk(b
′) = vk(b). By ConsFourMomentum,
mk(c
′) = mk(a
′) +mk(b
′)
= mk(a) +mk(b) = −mk(a)
(5)
cannot distinguish actual and potential particles only existing in
some thought experiments. See (Molna´r and Sze´kely, 2013) for
an axiomatic framework where this distinction can be made and
the idea of thought experiments can be captured formally.
and
mk(c
′)vk(c
′) =
{
−2mk(a)v if vk(a) = 0,
mk(a)vk(a) + 2mk(a)
vk(a)
vk(a)
if vk(a) 6= 0.
(6)
Hence
vk(c
′) =
{
2v if vk(a) = 0,
−(vk(a) + 2)vk(a)
vk(a)
if vk(a) 6= 0.
(7)
Therefore, vk(c
′) = |vk(c′)| > 1 and vk(c′) <∞; and this
is what we wanted to prove.
Axiom AxThExp2 below ensures the existence of the
particle having positive relativistic mass used in the
thought experiment described in Subsection II.B.
AxThExp2: For every k ∈ IOb and m > 0, there is b ∈ Ip
such that vk(b) = 0 and mk(b) = m.
Formula ∃MovNegMass below asserts that there is at
least one moving inertial particle of finite speed and neg-
ative relativistic mass.
∃MovNegMass: There are k ∈ IOb and b ∈ Ip such that
mk(b) < 0 and 0 < vk(b) <∞.
For the sake of economy, we use axiom ∃MovNegMass
instead of ∃NegMass because in this case we do not
have to assume anything about the possible motions of
inertial observers or the transformations between their
worldviews. We note, however, that these two axioms
are clearly equivalent in both Newtonian and relativistic
kinematics (assuming that inertial observers can move
with respect to each other).
Proposition III.2. Assume ConsFourMomentum,
AxEField, AxIp, AxInecoll, AxThExp2. Then
∃MovNegMass ⇒ ∃FTLIp. (8)
Proof. By axiom ∃MovNegMass, there is an inertial ob-
server k and inertial particle a such that mk(a) < 0 and
0 < vk(a) <∞. By axiom AxThExp2, there is an inertial
particle b such that mk(b) = −mk(a) (1 + vk(a)/2) and
vk(b) = 0. By axiom AxInecoll, there are inelastically col-
liding inertial particles a′, b′ and c′ such that inecollk(a
′b′:
c′), mk(a
′) = mk(a), vk(a
′) = vk(a), mk(b
′) = mk(b) and
vk(b
′) = vk(b). By ConsFourMomentum,
mk(c
′) = mk(a
′) +mk(b
′)
= mk(a) +mk(b) =
−mk(a)vk(a)
2
(9)
and
mk(c
′)vk(c
′) = mk(a)vk(a). (10)
7It follows that
vk(c
′) = −2vk(a)
vk(a)
,
and hence that vk(c
′) = 2 > 1, which is what we wanted
to prove.
Finally let us introduce the following axiom ensuring
the existence of the particles having positive relativis-
tic mass needed in the thought experiment of Subsec-
tion II.C.
AxThExp3: For all ε > 0, k ∈ IOb and a ∈ Ip, there is
b ∈ Ip such that (1 + ε)|mk(a)| < mk(b) < (1 +
2ε)|mk(a)| and vk(a) = −vk(b).
Proposition III.3. Assume ConsFourMomentum,
AxEField, AxIp, AxInecoll, AxThExp3. Then
∃MovNegMass ⇒ ∃FTLIp. (11)
Proof. By axiom ∃MovNegMass, there is an inertial ob-
server k and inertial particle a such that mk(a) < 0
and 0 < vk(a) < ∞. Let 0 < ε < vk(a). Then
by axiom AxThExp3, there is an inertial particle b such
that (1 + ε)|mk(a)| < mk(b) < (1 + 2ε)|mk(a)| and
vk(b) = −vk(a).
FIG. 5 Illustration for the proof of Proposition III.3
By axiom AxInecoll, there are inelastically colliding in-
ertial particles a′, b′ and c′ such that inecollk(a
′b′ : c′),
mk(a
′) = mk(a), vk(a
′) = vk(a), mk(b
′) = mk(b) and
vk(b
′) = vk(b). By ConsFourMomentum,
ε|mk(a)| < |mk(c′)| < 2ε|mk(a)| (12)
and
2|mk(a)|vk(a) < (2 + ε)|mk(a)|vk(a) < |mk(c′)vk(c′)|.
(13)
Hence
vk(c
′) = |vk(c′)| > 2|mk(a)|vk(a)
2ε|mk(a)| >
vk(a)
ε
. (14)
Therefore, 1 < vk(c
′) < ∞; and this is what we wanted
to prove.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Using only basic postulates concerning the conserva-
tion of four-momentum, we have axiomatically shown
that the existence of particles having negative relativis-
tic masses implies the existence of FTL particles. The
following are the two most straightforward applications
of this result.
• If experiment eventually shows the existence of par-
ticles having negative masses, then we will know
that FTL particles must also exist. If evidence ex-
ists suggesting otherwise, our approach would then
imply that one or more of the natural assumptions
encoded in our axioms must to be false. This in
turn would provide information suitable for guid-
ing further experimentation.
• Similarly, if we can prove that FTL particles can-
not exist, and no evidence can be found suggesting
that the natural physical assumptions encoded by
our axioms are invalid, then this can be used to
prove the non-existence of particles having nega-
tive masses.
It is also worth noting that our axioms are so general
that they are compatible with both Newtonian and rel-
ativistic kinematics, so that our method can be used to
derive predictions for both settings. Moreover, we have
made no restrictions on the worldview transformations
between inertial observers. A benefit of being so par-
simonious with the basic assumptions is that it makes
results obtained using our axiomatic method that much
more difficult to challenge, because so few basic assump-
tions have been made concerning physical behaviours in
the “real world”.
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